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Abstract— this technical paper details the interdependencies between Internet of Things (IoT) and latest Future Internet (FI) technology, demonstrated by using the example of a smart connected health (SCH) use case, for the monitoring and prevention of shock in hospitalized patients. Septic shock is a life threatening condition, which requires immediate attention by the doctor in charge. It is associated with a relatively high mortality of 30-50% whereby early detection of the condition is crucial for the outcome. FI-WARE Generic Enablers (GEs) are used for rapidly developing a shock warning system. The system is designed around sensors, providing data inputs, of patient heart rate and blood pressure. Input metrics are required for subsequently computing an appropriate output, defining a shock index measurement and triggered is an alert, such as a text message, to a doctor’s mobile phone or a pager to raise awareness of the fact that a patient is deteriorating and about to slip into shock. The focus of this paper approaches a discussion surrounding research of GEs and their operation in wellness and ambient assisted living domains. Within health care contexts, a Medical Modular Architecture (MMA) approach might be needed to complement the GE concept because of associated legal and ethical requirements. Our work presents an IoT methodology for SCH and is useful for detecting patients at risk of slipping into shock earlier, thus increasing their chances of survival. In this context we will examine an Orion Context Broker (OCB) GE and its interoperability as an IoT interface with backend server components. Shown by our approach is a method for creating a shock warning system based on e-Health informatics. It is presented as a framework defined from a set of future internet (FI) middleware paradigms consisting of the 3-tier architecture, software to data, privacy and security.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Future Internet (FI) research is guided by the aim of conducting research relating technologies for developing the next generation of the internet. Future Internet Architectures (FIA) are being used in applications addressing the needs of systems necessary for future and legacy health care solutions [1]. An important goal of European partner research is for e-Health and m-Health to achieve social and technological alignment across European health care sectors. The work in this field is the on-going responsibility of the FI-STAR project community [2]. The Internet of things (IoT) is an integral part of the FI and a crucial aspect of developing smart connected health (SCH) applications [3]. This special issue paper approaches a discussion surrounding FI research and the application of IoT within wellness and ambient assisted living domains [4]. FI-WARE generic enablers (GEs) [5] are introduced and explained for the purpose of describing a SCH demonstration system.

II. GENERIC ENABLERS

The Future Internet (FI) is a topic of research funded by the EU, its function is to research the transition from the current internet approach to an extended and functionally enhanced internet in the Future and technologies for building future internet applications and services. Future Internet Architectures (FIA) provide a technology foundation for health care applications. The goal is to attain distributed health care provision and support self-management and greater patient and carer autonomy. (e-Health, m-Health). FI-STAR, Future Internet - Social and Technological Alignment Research aims to achieve STAR across European health care sectors. The FI-WARE public cloud platform provides a state of the art components engineering paradigm. Generic Enablers (GEs) are provided by FI-WARE and they are built to FI-WARE specifications for operation upon the core platform or as individual instances. GEs are reusable software building blocks designed for FI domains e.g. e-Health, e-Cities and Smart Grids [6].

FI-WARE GEs are building blocks of a platform and are described by FI-WARE partner supplied open specifications [7]. Specifications provide details to build compliant GE software. New systems are built from standard GE building blocks. GEs provide certain and unique capabilities that can be reused by a network plugin interface for them. Applications based on a GE framework require the FI-WARE core platform
i.e. a PaaS model facilitating IaaS and SaaS so as to provide XaaS capabilities which are relevant to FI application domains. GE applications achieve functionality defined to standards. They also provide APIs to enable interoperability.

A. Architectural Design Components of SCH Applications

GEs are applied within UML use case designs obtained from the 4+1 views of software specification which are the common practices for object-oriented systems design and development. However UML "use cases" are different to EU FP7/H2020 "use cases". A UML use case is a set of user interaction scenarios for a specific user goal. A FP7/H2020 use case is a technology evaluation scenario. With respect to GEs then mappings are created from the application UML design to FI-WARE chapters and relevant GEs. Building block macrosopes are applied to the design. The mapped components are used to replace areas of a system that instead can be implemented by standardized and reusable GEs.

B. Operation

Generic Enablers operate upon many different form factor devices e.g. PCs, servers, tablets, smart phones and medical hardware. GEs work on future and legacy processing or storage technologies e.g. CPUs, databases, data structures, DSPs and cache. GEs are implemented for different operating systems and are constructed from varying programming languages. GE implementations require to function using different drivers and protocols. Therefore they are multimodal instruments.

FI-WARE GEs are not portable because the GE software implementation is required to be recompiled specifically for various implementing processor architectures, however FI-WARE GEs use REST HTTP/S to enable communication between machine types. GEs interoperate over networks and interoperation is performed between GEs with external system entities, including also specific enablers (SEs). Each GE requires API servers and the server backend offers web services. However this is inefficient because several web server containers are required to host web services on the network. Ideally a single server and suite of web services, made available from the network, is preferred. Also, generally security and monitoring operations can be better tracked and implemented from a dedicated server implementation.

GEs operate in essence as machine to machine (M2M), component to component (C2C) or peer to peer (P2P) interoperating systems [8]. Therefore the particular issue arises, for health care domains, regarding security. The communication model of GEs is provided over public or private networks and so security, especially in public network contexts, is critical to ensure. Obviously this feature has a strong commercial objective and security should be implemented in a way to not compromise other quality attributes of a system operating with GEs, such as performance and dependability. Some security essentials are made available from FI-WARE, for example an identity management GE. However FI-WARE makes no provision for ensuring that all the GEs can operate within secured contexts.

C. How to Build a Generic Enabler

The method entails that each GE is required to be decomposed to operational component parts i.e. GE domain subcomponents, functions for operational part control, uniform I/O message passing over HTTP/S, XML DOM or JSON interpreters and dispatchers, APIs to identify GE supplied functions (as reusable network resources), structured data formats of XML, PC or JSON and an API proxy backend server component. The result of their combinations, are GE implementations providing a suite of services to their uniquely supplied functionalities, on demand as network resources.

D. How to Use a Generic Enabler

GEs are downloadable applications from a repository of GEs provided from a FI-WARE Catalogue i.e. a GE app store. They are used as operational software components and are able to be wired into application design architectures. Enabling the GEs to interoperate with their chosen application domain and its software components requires a REST API and necessitates RESTful web services within the application design. Hence to use a GE then a web client/server is required within the design model. For the purpose that GEs and the remainder of the system can communicate to enable the effective operation of the software.

III. MEDICAL MODULAR ARCHITECTURES

If legal norms, ethics and technology standards have to be considered when planning, designing and implementing use cases based on IoT GEs applied within cyber-physical systems then Medical Modular Architectures [9] (MMAs) must be studied for implementations containing GEs. MMAs, instead describe a strategy of providing Specific Enablers (SEs) based on the specifications of GEs, relevant technical standards, legal and ethical requirements for subcomponent operations.

Future e-Health applications may be implemented and based upon MMAs. They describes a new type of GE approach of modular architectures in relation to legal frameworks and ethics of deployed application scenarios, within e-Health operation contexts. MMAs are deployed for ensuring patient data integrity according to legal requirements of an application domain and technical standards such as ISO 80001 and ISO 27000. The idea utilizes instead the Medical Modular Architectures. Whereby MMAs define how GEs are able to be integrated into a solution and importantly an MMA is observed to be useful for coping with Hippocratic or other sensitive data and its use in medical processing applications. These type of applications are built often from IoTs sensors and are required also for the implementation of cyber-physical patient monitoring setups [10].

A. Examples of MMAs in SCH scenarios

MMAs are essentially deployed within secure and private locales for SCH use cases and implementations. The idea secures contexts of GE operation so that the GEs, deployed within systems, operate legally and ethically. MMAs support GE functionality by ensuring that communicated data is kept private and safe whenever data is exchanged between GEs and
other SCH system components. For instance, based on a small selection of the overall number of use cases provided from the FI-STAR project, some situations where MMA’s might be used are described and shown are that the chosen use cases actually require medically approved GE instances.

For example, the virtualization of operating theatre environments and real time data integration for monitoring and reduction of errors is such a scenario wherein a GE requires to be appropriately implemented within an MMA architecture. Also, 2-D bar-coding for a real time reverse drug supply chain provides a further scenario whereby the integrity of GEs require to be uncompromised for prohibiting the possibility of illegal counterfeit drugs being inserted, at any point, into the supply chain. MMAs are incorporated into FIA developments for SCH applications, simply to ensure that legal and ethical norms and also standards are implemented for superseding the operation of less secure F-IWARE GEs and their deployments in health care scenarios. For more information please refer to the FI-STAR online literature.

IV. SHOCK WARNING SYSTEM

The primary goal of this paper is to describe our findings surrounding a proposal for e-Health software, implementing a patient monitoring application. We are reporting herein our research conducted on the development of an IoT shock warning system. The following section parts describe an ideal patient monitor system use case and its arising conceptual scenarios.

A. Ideal System Specification

In the ideal scenario, the system is to be provided as a full featured application and is intended to be created as software from a composition of components for handling continuous data signals, sent from sensors. Patient sensors are utilized for monitoring heart rate and blood pressure using a pulsoxymeter or ECG machine and a blood pressure measurement sensor device. The system’s component architecture consists initially of specific enabler and generic enabler building blocks.

A shock index [11], see Fig 1, is calculated during the system’s operation, for the purpose of automatically monitoring the condition of patients in a hospital ward. The shock index (SI) calculation is a quotient (result) obtained from dividing patient heart rate (HR) by patient blood pressure (BP). The shock index concept is fully accepted in the medical community and is well described in the literature [12]. When a SI value is determined relevant to a patient’s condition and is calculated so that it reaches a certain predefined threshold then an alarm is raised to a responsible caregiver.

Raised alerts are sent to a relevant Doctor’s mobile device. Unique patient parameters, defining a critical shock index, are able to be supplied, by Doctors, to update the system’s state, in real time, for the purpose of ensuring that the system can realise dynamic thresholds for triggering alarms associated with patients where their wellbeing conditions are detected by the system to be in or out of a critical state of shock. A third party member of medical staff is required for assigning patients to sensors and available Doctors. A member of the medical staff can add and remove patients to and from the system. The system can be turned on and off automatically by using start up and shutdown procedures and these can be initiated by medical staff adding at least one or more patients or removing all patients from the system. The system is capable of detecting these changes after it is switched on. The Doctor conducts the system’s operational management procedures from a control unit (mobile device application). The Doctor’s control unit is utilized for notifying the doctor when there is a new patient to supply care to, supplying a new shock index parameter and to indicate to third party medical staff when a patient’s care has ceased. The Doctor updates the system with new shock index parameters whenever required and this capability is also necessary for a Doctor being able to remotely and arbitrarily set shock index thresh holds regarding a list of their patients receiving treatment.

Some caregiving management control, pertaining to SI threshold, is also provisioned from a SE residing on a Doctor’s mobile device handset. Medical staff work with a terminal SE from which they can add and remove patients to or from IoT connected sensor banks and they also manage associations with the patient’s primary caregivers. Initially a baseline SI value is automatically provided for each patient assigned to sensors when patients are originally added as IoT entries to the system. Only pre-approved medical staff and Doctors may log in to the system, prior to use. Password based authentication is setup by the system administrator to enable Doctors and medical staff to log into the system. The interaction of Doctors and medical staff with the system is provided from graphical user interfaces using touch, gesture controls, graphical display (web page and mobile) and sound events to indicate system responsive feedback for all operations performed from hand held control units and also from medical staff terminals.

Patient data is stored internally within the system and is regarded as Hippocratic. Main inputs of the system, during operation, are real time sensor data streams and primary outputs are alarm alerts directed to Doctors or medical staff regarding a patient in a critical condition. Patient’s ID, name and physical condition, after patients have been assigned to a Doctor, are shown by a display on the Doctor’s control unit and also upon the medical staff terminal. Medical staff terminals do not retain any private patient information after a patient’s details have been entered into a terminal and subsequently deployed to the system.

V. ORION CONTEXT BROKER GE

The Orion Context Broker (OCB) is an implementation of a
Publish/Subscribe Context Broker GE [13], providing the OMA NGSI-9 and NGSI-10 interfaces [14]. Using these interfaces, clients can do several operations, register context producer applications, e.g. a pulse sensor attached to a patient, update context information, e.g. send updates of HR, being notified when changes on context information take place e.g. the HR has changed, or with a given frequency e.g. get the HR each minute and query context information. The Orion Context Broker stores context information initiated as updates from connected applications i.e. queries are resolved based on that information.

NGSI-9 and NGSI-10 are networked REST API’s designed for the interoperation of the OCB GE with backend server SEs and hence enables use of REST HTTP/S for communicating with IoT sensors, backend components and an alarm device. Operation is made possible due to the subscription feature that the OCB GE supplies. It is triggered using the NGSI REST API interfaces. A custom utility program (GE_REST_Utility) is required, at the very beginning, to set up and initialize an OCB GE from NGSI-9 and NGSI-10 API calls. The API enables their respective internal data models to be constructed and the GE to be made operational for subscription notification transmissions. Also required, to be purpose built, is a web service receiving HR and BP values sampled from IoT sensors, for the purpose of interoperate with the GE. All data is encoded to the JSON or XML formats during the runtime of the shock warning system. The web server hosts the alarm service which is activated from interactions between the GE and relevant web services connecting the system together.

Our design, for a shock warning system, is based around the N-Tier or Multi-tier architecture design framework [15] and it is presented as a UML design in Fig 2. UI presentation and interaction are located at the top tier, a data access logic SE facilitating a REST authenticating database server exposes the UI but only to a database server SE. This SE is located on the next tier down, on the storage data tier and is responsible for mediating all interaction between tiers. A data access and logic SE facilitates also a REST database interface to and from this system’s backend processing tier. The back end SEs and GE comprise the shock warning system’s processing tier and it is composed of an IoT OCB and two other OCBs, necessary for ensuring that data flows exhibit security and integrity.

The system is implemented as a 3-Tier architecture to ensure that a Hippocratic medical modular architecture is implemented for handling data operations within sensitive e-Health deployment scenarios. As a consequence, the OCB GE operates instead as semi-secured and legitimate MMA components, utilized to fulfill the purpose of brokering context and state information of patient sensor data to the processing tier and finally to any determined SI decisions regarding potential outcome scenarios (alerting) to the presentation tier.

VI. IoT MIDDLEWARE MAPPING

The IoT GE for the shock warning system is essential for enabling a context broker representation of patient sensor setups. Sensors must send data over REST HTTP/S to this IoT GE’s internal representation. The IoT GE (OCB) is a specially customized FIWARE configuration manager GE [16], necessary for configuring IoT devices and it is provided as middleware supplementing the operational implementation of a backend web server environment. It therefore performs the task of brokering sensor data to web services. However the sensing devices are also a requirement of the system, for delivering input data streams as a continuous time series to web services that consume this data and subsequently act on it.

The IoT network can be configured from the IoT GE (OCB), by initializing it with the representation of different types of sensors, necessary for recording a patient’s heart rate and blood pressure. This is represented using the OCB’s internal data model, relating to IoT for representing the entities connecting to it e.g. to describe any type of sensor device and their capabilities and also patient details. The remaining factor, to consider, is the requirement for implementing also web services ensuring that received sensor data is processed adequately and according to MMA specific requirements. Patient data processing is necessary for producing content e.g. an alert or a warning that an alert is about to occur for a patient. The crucial area of concern is performing IoT connections to the system’s backend. Fortunately FIWARE OCB is an IoT configuration management broker and can perform the role of interfacing IoT sensors with web service components. The difficult area to assess surrounds the sensors and their own particular middleware representations but there exists present research conducted in this field that explores current progress and trends relating to specific sensor implementations e.g. Arduino boards and Raspberry PI [17]. Often the investigated research
mention also 6LOWPAN protocols for providing low powered and hence networked sensor implementations for the wireless embedded internet [18], [19]. Assuming that sensors are sophisticated enough for performing REST HTTP/S communications so as to invoke an IoT configuration management GE (OCB) via NGSI-9 or NGSI-10 API calls then interoperation of the backend for our shock warning system, with the required sensor devices, becomes a valid possibility. Alternatively then it may have to be conceded that the sensor middleware implementations are required to interoperate by using instead a dedicated REST HTTP/S web service at the sensor side. This is necessary for the purpose of converting lower level sensor produced signals to NGSI-9 or NGSI-10 API calls that hence act upon a GE. Also an OCB’s internal data model is required to be initialized with an XML representation of the IoT model i.e. an IoT setup is in effect deployed for a given use case implementing them.

The next part of this section presents more details regarding the FI-WARE IoT configuration manager GE, generic sensor device implementations and a description of the methodology that is necessary for establishing their mapping. In particular a map is required to create, within an OCB GE, the representation of IoT, as middleware, for aiding the connection of patients to sensors and also their connection with the remainder of the system’s backend processing tier.

A. FI-WARE IoT Configuration Management GE

The Configuration Manager GE is responsible for context availability registrations. The model relies on the concept of context entities, which are generic entities whose state is described by values of attributes and metadata. In the context of IoT, context entities and context entity attributes can be used to model sensors and the variables they measure. Arbitrary physical objects i.e. wards, people, things etc. and their attributes i.e. HR and BP can be represented by this GE. The GE implements context information registries, whereby context provider applications can be registered. Interoperating systems can query on context registration information or subscribe for detecting changes to it. The GE enables IoT discovery and subscription of context information, through the NGSI-9 and NGSI-10 interfaces. The GE publishes the availability of context information. It stores the context information in a local repository. Specifically the GE receives registrations from IoT Gateways and thing-level adapters and stores this information in a configuration repository, therefore the registry is updated for any combination of connected sensors.

Using the approach, a GE can maintain context information that is not available in the IoT gateways or devices. For example, a gateway may not know the concept of patient data but only maintains a list of sensors and their measurements. The information regarding which specific sensors provide information about same patients is also maintained by the GE.

The Orion Context Broker is an implementation for the Configuration Manager GE and it provides the NGSI-9 and NGSI-10 network interfaces. The GE is intended to be used in combination with an IoT Broker GE (so the IoT Broker deals with NGSI-10 in a stateless fashion, relying on its repository as persistent storage for NGSI-9 registrations) although it can also be used as a standalone component with the NGSI-9 interface. Clients can do several operations such as register context producer applications, e.g. a HR sensor upon a patient, discover context information, e.g. which sensors are providing data for a given entity and being notified when changes on context information availability have occurred.

B. IoT Sensors

Contemporary IoT technology is generally based upon the fields of hardware, wireless public clouds and middleware [20]. Sensors are often referred to as being seamlessly integrated to form wireless networks of addressable resources. These resources are primarily accessed and controlled remotely using applications connected to the internet. IoT gateways are the bespoke interfaces connecting vendor sensor hardware implementations to networked applications for varied purposes, including for example fields within the FIA domains of smart cities, smart agriculture and smart connected health. IoT systems are macroscopic entities and there exists different routing procedures. Routing tasks are facilitated by heterogeneous platform instances and these are composed of different hardware components, required for the production of data and maintaining operational efficiency of the sensing components necessary of IoT applications. The components have interaction protocols and these can be affected by commands issued from internet connected homogenous control applications [21]. With regard to the myriad of presently available IoT sensor device implementations then a uniform API standard, for all sensors to utilize, is a requirement. REST HTTP/S permits M2M, C2C or P2P communications using a standardized and interoperable network application programming interface. IoT gateways should be constructed to this standard otherwise connecting sensors to an IoT cloud system is a complex challenge based on the need to transform from one representation of sensor data to another representation. REST HTTP request method payloads and XML or JSON data models are the ideal transportation solutions for IoT system applications. IoT systems are inherently multimodal [22]. The complexity of multiple types of sensor connected systems implies that there will be an increased chance of error conditions arising when combining the I/O modes of the custom interfaces for each vendor specific sensor device and their IoT gateway interfaces. The alternative proposal already hinted at is a solution which instead requests for the construction of REST HTTP/S compatible sensors and IoT gateways for the purpose of obtaining their seamless integration with holistic IoT system architecture back ends.

C. OCB GE IoT internal Mapping

A simple example is now used for demonstrating the method of mapping IoT sensors for a SCH shock warning system. Also shown is the method of how this can be achieved and represented with XML data models, uncovered from FI-STAR research. The data model setup for an OCB is demonstrated and describes the relevant sensor data types, for capturing HR and BP context information. Context subscriptions are used to enable the OCB to notify when changes in context, for data type values, occur. Context availability of data type values are also possible to be detected by the OCB and this feature enables publishing of data, using notification from the OCB.
Context data model creation, updates and subscriptions are initiated using the OCB NGSI-10 API and it is a REST HTTP compatible API. Context availability data model registration, updates and subscriptions are initiated using the OCB NGSI-9 API. Hence the HTTP POST request method enables XML payloads of data models to be transmitted to the OCB. Basic GET methods may also be used. However the purpose of demonstrating the setup and operation procedures for the OCB is to show how the GEIs can be recognized by the IoT sensor device i.e. to complement the backend processing tier’s implementation of our system. The OCB will start in an empty state, so first it must obtain a representation of the existence of the required entities. Created will be HR, BP and parameter entities, each with arbitrary attributes representing HR, BP and parameter values. The creation of the entities is achieved using the OCB’s updateContextRequest operation, to set the values within the OCB data model. Shown by Fig 3 is an XML data model, describing the IoT sensors for representing the data source devices of this cyber-physical system model. The data model is used to initialize the OCB for the reason of recognizing the IoT sensor devices and to provide transmission data formats in XML. The formats capture the input streaming data values. The data model provides sensor data types and values to the OCB and also to the other middleware parts, describing the context setup for the system’s operation. With regard to the situation of implementing our shock warning system then the initial and primary context monitoring is for detecting changes in the streaming of HR, BP and parameter values over representational state transfer methods.

localhost:1026/NGSI10/updateContext, is an NGSI-10 API HTTP URI and this is called with the POST request method. As shown by Fig 3, the updateContext request method payload contains a list of contextElement elements and therefore a contextElement is associated to an entity. The identification is provided in the entityId element. Hence for the case of our example then present is the definition for SIMonitor and the data model also contains a listing for any contextAttribute elements. Each contextAttribute provides the value for a given attribute, identified by name and type of the entity. The payload includes also an updateAction element. Used too is APPEND, which implies that added will be new information to the data model.

Orion Context Broker has another powerful feature, the ability to subscribe to context information. Therefore when changes to data contexts happen then the application will get an asynchronous notification. Therefore it is unnecessary to continuously repeat queryContext requests i.e. polling, the OCB will let the application know the information when it arrives. The broker supports two subscription types. ONCHANGE subscriptions are used if notifications arrive when an attribute’s context changes. ONTIMEINTERVAL subscriptions are useful for when notifications are triggered, after a given time interval has expired. For the purpose of our example only ONCHANGE subscriptions are considered. They are achieved using the OCB’s subscribeContextRequest operation, set with the ONCHANGE notify condition type.

localhost:1026/NGSI10/subscribeContext, is the NGSI-10 API HTTP URI and this is called with the POST request method. As shown in Fig 4, the subscribeContext request method payload contains, the notifyCondition element and

uses the type ONCHANGE. A condValueList is defined and contains also an actual list of condValue elements, each one with an attribute name. They define the triggering values i.e. attributes, where upon creation/change due to entity creation or update, trigger a notification. The rule is that if at least one of the attributes in the list changes then a notification is sent. The intention is to produce a notification of the values of HR and BP, each time the values change. A throttling element is used to specify a minimum inter-notification arrival time e.g. setting throttling to 1 second, as in the XML in Fig 4, makes sure that a notification will not be sent if a previous notification is sent less than 1 second ago. The reference element of the payload, defines the destination to which OCB generated notifications are to be sent to, in this case a web
service component of a shock warning system which is consuming sensor heart rate and blood pressure values as they are being read by the sensors.

Updates to the values of the data model’s entity attributes are accomplished by using the updateContext operation with another setting for an UPDATE action type. Therefore, APPEND creates new context elements, while UPDATE updates already existing context elements. Next another data model mapping of IoT sensors is used by our system for operating as a context producer application i.e. a source of context information. Assuming that the sensors detect the HR and BP of a patient as 82 and 136 respectively, then the sensors IoT GE from the design in Fig 2 issues the update request payload shown by Fig 5 to a security validation service SE. The IoT GE has been prior initialized from payloads described in Fig 3 and Fig 4. Now, as and when the sensor readings change then updates are published automatically to the backend processing tier of the system.

VII. CONCLUSION

In the absence of public servers or HTTPS compatible GEs then our system, to calculate and evaluate a shock index, is yet still not secure enough. This is a worry because the implication is that there may need to be applied a GE or SE that meets the ethical and legal security requirements for the prevention of any attempt at hacking the system. It’s an interesting issue, there was a lot of discussion for example when Barnaby Jack demoed his pacemaker hack [23]. It’s not that a hack here would “kill” the patient, but rather could prevent an alarm sounding, as such it should not be considered a critical failure because this is a monitoring system rather than a regulating system (like a pacemaker). It is an important point though so there is a requirement to investigate further the security surrounding REST technology implementations on a private cloud platform. WiFi enables 128bit WEP encryption within a single network. Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) and a public key infrastructure (PKI) is only possible between machines on separate networks connected over a public/private transport layer. So WEP or the stronger WPA enterprise wireless security protocols will have some basic security, in-built, for a private cloud offering. SSL is for public/private cloud offerings between two different networks connected together via a tunnel. Therefore communications between clients and a database are already encrypted at the point when the WiFi connection is set up and subsequently entered are pass keys to join the WiFi network. Anything else that is deemed to be more secure than this would have to be built in to each communicating node from the point of the network design i.e. to separately conduct the cryptography operations per transmission performed by each node in the system’s design. In effect implementing SSL and PKI for an already WiFi-encrypted private cloud. FI-WARE currently does not directly support this type of technology in the form of reusable and simple to implement GEs. However security and privacy is ensured and deployed IoT middleware SE components are able to be constructed into legitimate but nonetheless bespoke MMAs because these can be constructed and applied within the guidance of a PKI. Hence certificate tokens are used within the use case design and implementation operating conditions. Under this context of operation the shock warning system is following the software to data paradigm [24], whereby the SCH setup is brought to the patient over a private cloud network. The reason for researching a transport layer security (TLS) solution in a private and ad hoc ambient, assisted living network setup is that originally envisaged was SSL certificates, provisioned over a public cloud FI-WARE core platform. This could have been enough to give adequate security features to meet requirements. SSL is useful for verifying users securely and having the ability to remove users easily by revoking their certificates. However the obvious security flaw is that Hippocratic patient data is being sent over a public network within a data to software paradigm. For legal and ethical MMA related requirements then this solution turns out to be insufficient. Therefore a private cloud offering is preferred and hence it is designed and implemented as an alternative proposition. Assuming the Orion Context Broker GE can be used in a peer to peer model then a method for building the concrete implementation consists of the use of a single laptop to host three separate ORION GEs, one for accepting raw data from the IOT sensors input interface, the second for handling patient’s HRs and BPs directly for computation and then the third for estimating if the calculated SI critical events are determined as critical enough for the system to signal that the patient is in a critical state. Use of a workstation (Webserver) to host several SEs is required. The SEs follow a client or client-server (web services) hybrid model. A primary SE is required as a server component for maintaining control, start up, shut down, removal of accumulated records and coping with connections of secured data flows from scaled internet of things sensors. Also required are client driven SEs that initialize the GEs at startup and demonstrate end to end test and interaction/interoperability with ORION Context Broker GEs, acting now as secured MMAs. The system is comprised also of a workstation and mobile SEs for the requirements of medical staff and Doctors; From the design in Fig 2 the IOT_GE (MMA1) contains the initial screening data model for patient sensor setups. The data regarding patients is held internally and also securely (encrypted) because the GEs have
been implemented according to the specifications of MMA SEs e.g. operating as so to function with PKI certificate tokens. The 3-tier architecture design also shows that REST_Database_SE (SE3) mediates the presentation tier with the remaining tiers of the system for security and logging requirements. The design describes Patient_Monitor_SE (SE4) sending messages of HR and BP values to the Patient_Records_Context_Broker_GE (MMA2), GE2 is constructed to hold the operational patient monitor XML data model for automatically referencing HR_BP_INDEX_SE (SE5) when SE4 sends validated HR and BP readings, per connected patient, to it. So, MMA2 forwards onto SE4 HR and BP values. SE5 computes the SI for valid readings that it receives and sends it in turn to Patient_BPI_Context_Broker GE (MMA3), as required for each patient being processed.

The data defines a critical or noncritical entity type, for raising an alarm for a patient, if it is necessary. MMA3 is constructed to store the patient monitor system’s data model and it is setup to automatically notify Medical_Staff_TerminalSE (SE1), Doctor_MobileHandset_SE (SE2) or via mediation again with SE3. Generated message flows are directed towards the top presentation tier but only when a critical entity type for a SI is calculated by SE5, relevant to each individual patient. SE1 or SE2 then raises an alarm for a patient when the SI is received as critical for that patient. So in effect all SEs require client-server components for modelling the necessary web services interaction required to enable complete control and regulation throughout the entire system. Hence every SE requires a client-server implementation. The servers are difficult components to construct because necessary also is that each SE is constructed with a REST compatible web container therefore each SE will require further at least one specific implementation of a web/application server e.g. Glassfish supplied by Oracle with the Java EE distribution. Each server component, implemented by every SE, will also have to expose their own set of services, as well as the services to use from all GEs. Furthermore because several web/application servers are required then implementing the system simply with just a single laptop and the workstation is not possible. Required instead are more machines to host web/application servers, unless of course it is possible to have more than one instance of a web server container operating on one machine. This is generally unwise so a requirement instead is to use more machines for the implementation. A solution in general is to organize a laptop and workstation/server to host several Virtual Machines (VMs) in-turn hosting several web servers to scale the SCH setup to operate effectively for the needs of the institutions requiring its deployment.
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